Language Marathon™ Challenge
Rules
1. Duration

The challenge starts on the day you pay and your class credits are issued, it reaches its conclusion 3 months, 6 months or 12 months later (depending on the Marathon type):

Quarter Marathon - 3 months

Half Marathon - 6 months

Full Marathon - 12 months

2. Number of classes

During this time, the participants must attend about 90% of the classes associated with the type of Marathon to qualify for the refund:

Quarter Marathon - 45 classes, attend 40

Half Marathon - 90 classes, attend 80

Full Marathon - 180 classes, attend 160

3. Attending classes

3.1 The participant must complete the class from start to finish (i.e. they cannot be late or leave the class early).

3.2 If the class cannot happen due to the promoter’s fault (No teacher found, teacher no show, teacher cancelation), the class would count as an attended class for the participant and the participant is not obliged to retake a class instead.
4. Class Credits

Class credits are available for 3, 6 & 12 months period depending on the Marathon the participant selected (see 1. “duration”)

5. Refund

5.1 The amount of the refund depends on the Marathon selected by the participant as well as its successful completion.

**English, Business English, French, Spanish, German**

- Quarter Marathon Group - get 50 EUR/60 USD/3,500 RUB back
- Half Marathon Group - get 200 EUR/250 USD/14,000 RUB back
- Full Marathon Group - get 400 EUR/450 USD/28,000 RUB back
- Quarter Marathon Private - get 120 EUR/140 USD/ 8,500 RUB back
- Half Marathon Private - get 450 EUR/ 500 USD/ 32,000 RUB back
- Full Marathon Private - get 1,000 EUR/ 1,100 USD/ 70,000 RUB back.

5.2 Once the participant completes the Marathon, the Promoter will inform the participant within 45 days of completion with the results, and whether they are eligible for a refund. The refund will follow, at the discretion of the Promoter, latest 3 months after completion of the promotion.

6. Lingoda Terms and Conditions

In addition, the regular terms and conditions of Lingoda, as well as the privacy policy apply to this product.